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PERSONA

PERSONA
CAPTURE THE PERSONALITY AND ENDURING MEMORIES OF YOUR LOVED ONE 

BRIGHT AND COLOURFUL,
PRINTED COFFINS
Personalised, themed farewells

UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY
Handmade by members of The Guild of Master Craftsmen
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PERSONA

Celebrate the individual 
personality of a 
dear and cherished 
companion
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PERSONA

Hand crafted wood  
and high quality print 
combine in our themed, 
printed coffins

TITLE
Capturing the personality and enduring memories of a loved one calls for one of our most colourful,  

printed coffins. Constructed by hand to the highest standards, our Persona range of wooden coffins are 

striking and sophisticated, sensitively themed and form a wonderful personal tribute to your loved one.

Incorporating a wide choice of themes, whether traditional or modern, floral or 

scenic, artistic or spiritual, our Persona range of printed coffins will help you bid a 

most fitting farewell.

Designs are constantly being added - check the Steve Soult Limited website for an 

up-to-date choice from our printed coffin range.

Constructed from wood, to our accredited impeccable standards, a high resolution 

design is printed and wrapped around the entire coffin and lid using a PVC-free 

wrap and water based inks, ensuring they are suitable for burial or cremation.

Steve Soult Limited are Master craftsmen and manufacture all their coffins on  

the edge of Sherwood Forest in Nottinghamshire.

PERSONA RANGE
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PERSONA

A portfolio of themes 
to reflect the identity 
and passions of a  
loved one

An intense display of 
fragrant flowers reminiscent 
of a passionate character

Capturing a pure and 
sweetly perfumed display  
of fresh, white roses

RED ROSES

WHITE ROSES
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PERSONA

A unique range of 
professionally designed 
full product image wraps, 
applied by hand

Symbol of remembrance, 
bold and beautiful against  
a summer’s sky

Find peace and tranquillity 
with our simply stunning 
celebration of winter beauty

POPPIES

SNOWDROPS
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PERSONA

Beautiful designs, 
evoking memories of 
unique lives, loves and 
precious experiences

A bright display of beautiful 
spring daffodils with an 
enchanting, warm glow

Butterflies flit across these 
beautiful sun-kissed flowers, 
at a memorable time of year

DAFFODILS

SPRING FLOWERS
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PERSONA

Eco-friendly PVC-free 
image wraps printed with 
eco-friendly inks

A fragrant carpet of blue, 
amid the sights and sounds 
of the woodland

A rich, rustling carpet of 
colour bathed in the last 
glimpses of warming sunlight

BLUEBELLS

AUTUMN LEAVES
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PERSONA

Celebrate the individual 
personality of a 
dear and cherished 
companion

The beautiful game made 
personal with a favourite 
team’s colours

The iconic sight of a British 
summer afternoons battle 
with leather and willow

FOOTBALL

CRICKET
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PERSONA

Hand crafted wood  
and high quality print 
combine in our themed, 
printed coffins

The perfect pastime, played 
alone or with friends, for fun 
or competition

High energy rally or friendly 
knock-about, centre court 
drama with strawberries  
and cream

GOLF

TENNIS
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PERSONA

A portfolio of themes 
to reflect the identity 
and passions of a  
loved one

Traditional game of skill  
and precision, fought out  
at the oche

Skilful battle of strategy, 
angles, and accuracy played 
out on green baize

DARTS

SNOOKER
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PERSONA

A unique range of 
professionally designed 
full product image wraps, 
applied by hand

The sport of kings, thrilling 
battles, over the sticks or  
on the flat

For the off-road thrill 
seeking adventurer

RACING FAVOURITE

MOUNTAIN BIKE
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PERSONA

Beautiful designs, 
evoking memories of 
unique lives, loves and 
precious experiences

Crystal clear, warm waters 
bathe a golden beach 
fringed with palm trees

An imposing castle set 
within a beautiful British 
landscape at sunset

TROPICAL ISLAND

ENGLAND OF OLD
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PERSONA

Eco-friendly PVC-free 
image wraps printed with 
eco-friendly inks

A picturesque harbour 
village with sandy beach and 
quaint seafront cottages

Steeped in history,  
a romantic vision of 
legendary days gone by

SEASIDE HARBOUR

HISTORIC CASTLE
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PERSONA

Celebrate the individual 
personality of a 
dear and cherished 
companion

A rugged and challenging 
winter wilderness, a beautiful 
landscape of white

Cold yet captivating,  
stir the soul with a  
breathtaking delight

SNOWDON

SNOWSCAPE
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PERSONA

Hand crafted wood  
and high quality print 
combine in our themed, 
printed coffins

Iconic white chalk gateway 
to Britain and symbol of 
defence during war time

An enchanting, coral reef 
backdrop, teeming with life 
and vibrant colour

WHITE CLIFFS

TROPICAL REEF
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PERSONA

A portfolio of themes 
to reflect the identity 
and passions of a  
loved one

At one with the machine, in 
tune with the quest for  
mastery of speed and control

The timeless appeal of 
classic lines, beautiful design 
and sumptuous materials

RACE CAR

CLASSIC CARS
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PERSONA

A unique range of 
professionally designed 
full product image wraps, 
applied by hand

Capturing the golden age of 
steam, set against a symbol 
of industrial heritage

Tribute to a special breed  
of selfless first-responders 
and fearless rescuers

STEAM ENGINE

FIRE ENGINE
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PERSONA

Beautiful designs, 
evoking memories of 
unique lives, loves and 
precious experiences

Man’s best friend, loyal 
companion and never  
tiring exercise partner

Independent and curious, 
playful and athletic, lover of 
the daytime nap

DOG LOVER

CAT LOVER
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PERSONA

Eco-friendly PVC-free 
image wraps printed with 
eco-friendly inks

Cute and cuddly symbol of 
prosperity and abundance

Graceful beauty, 
thoroughbred strength,  
style and character

BUNNIES

WILD HORSES
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PERSONA

Celebrate the individual 
personality of a 
dear and cherished 
companion

Symbol of grace and beauty 
with a lifelong loyal nature 
and pure white plumage

Sleek, powerful and 
intelligent, symbolizing 
balance and harmony

SWANS

DOLPHIN
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PERSONA

Hand crafted wood  
and high quality print 
combine in our themed, 
printed coffins

The rhythmic pastime, 
creative and therapeutic, 
with a clickety-clack 
soundtrack

Sower of seeds, potter 
of plants, cultivator of 
perfumed colourful displays

KNITTING

GREEN FINGERS
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PERSONA

A portfolio of themes 
to reflect the identity 
and passions of a  
loved one

Rewarding a thirst for 
knowledge or page-turning 
entertainment

Soothing melodies, rhythmic 
expression, capture the 
mood and be whisked away

BEST SELLER

PIANO
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PERSONA

A unique range of 
professionally designed 
full product image wraps, 
applied by hand

A retro delight for lovers 
of vinyl classics, whether 
country, R&B, rock or pop

Six string magic and melody, 
show stealing solo or 
rhythmic refrain

FOR THE RECORD

GUITAR HERO
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PERSONA

Beautiful designs, 
evoking memories of 
unique lives, loves and 
precious experiences

A delicate and colourful 
mosaic recounts the 
foundation of the  
Eucharistic tradition

An ethereal fascination, never 
ending plane of spiritual 
wonderment and perfection

LAST SUPPER

NEBULA
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PERSONA

Eco-friendly PVC-free 
image wraps printed with 
eco-friendly inks

Spiritual focus of life and 
love, burning desire and  
light of truth

A world wide symbol 
of peace, freedom, and 
message bearing 

ETERNAL FLAME

DOVES
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PERSONA

Celebrate the individual 
personality of a 
dear and cherished 
companion

Magnificent, mysterious, 
mystical - ancient symbol of 
spirituality and worship

Clothed in iconic  
patriotic splendour

STANDING STONES

UNION FLAG
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PERSONA

Hand crafted wood  
and high quality print 
combine in our themed, 
printed coffins

Iconic symbol of freedom 
and the British spirit, set 
against a summer sky

Mighty four engined  
dam buster and evocative 
World War II icon

SPITFIRE

LANCASTER
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PERSONA

A portfolio of themes 
to reflect the identity 
and passions of a  
loved one

Precious and treasured,  
a rainbow of sparkling, 
multifaceted splendour

A joyous celebration of light 
and colour showing nature 
at its most vibrant

GEM

CANVAS
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PERSONAPERSONA

ACCESSORIES

All that remains is to add those finishing touches to your personalised farewell. Compliment your design with 

fittings from our range available in gold or silver colour.

The perfect finishing 
touch to a special
printed tribute 

FLEUR GOLD

FLEUR WREATH HOLDERS

FLEUR SILVER

PLUME WREATH HOLDERS

YORKREM SILVERYORKREM GOLD

NAMEPLATE GOLDNAMEPLATE SILVER
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PERSONA

TITLE
Our Persona range of bright and colourful printed coffins are created by our in-house team of professional 

designers, ensuring each design embodies the enviable Steve Soult Limited brand values of industry leading 

quality, innovation and customer service.

A collection of sophisticated original designs support the growing desire to honour 

and remember the life of an individual in a colourful and celebratory way.

Our themes recognise the need for the traditional, contemporary, reserved and 

adventurous. We have carefully selected images which capture the spirit of these 

themes and sensitively developed them into designs which are fully integrated into 

our handmade, wooden coffins.

All designs are visualised and tested prior to manufacture using a 3D computer 

model to ensure the finished product becomes a striking realisation of the 

designer’s vision.

Capturing the personality and enduring memories of a loved one calls for the 

very best of our bright and colourful printed coffins from the Steve Soult Limited 

Persona range.

DESIGNED TO INSPIRE MEMORIES

Beautiful designs, 
evoking memories of 
unique lives, loves and 
precious experiences
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PERSONA

Eco-friendly PVC-free 
image wraps printed with 
eco-friendly inks

TITLE
As we all grow ever more conscious of our precious world, we have taken great care to ensure that our 

production process is mindful of the environmental impact of creating the Persona range of bright and 

colourful printed coffins.

All Steve Soult Limited coffins are built to the same exacting hand crafted standards, 

which have earned us accreditation from the Guild of Master Craftsmen.

Eco-friendly PVC-free vinyl wraps are first printed with eco-friendly inks, to create 

vibrant and crisp, high resolution images.

A clear and high gloss, eco-friendly PVC-free vinyl laminate, then seals the wrap 

before being applied to the coffin by hand, resulting in a beautiful personal tribute 

with the effect of a highly polished finish.

These carefully sourced and fully tested 

materials, ensure that the Persona range 

of bright and colourful printed coffins is 

approved for burial or cremation.

OUR ENVIRONMENT
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PERSONA

  01623 721 123 

 sales@stevesoultltd.co.uk

 www.stevesoult.com

Byron Avenue
Lowmoor Business Park
Kirkby-in-Ashfield
Nottinghamshire 
NG17 7LA


